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When?

!Ĕĸ=Speech"Ě!ĨĎ=Talk"
|XğUs@

!Ľò=Presentation"Ě!Ĕĸ=Speech"�
|XğUs@
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Why? 

Whom?

What? 

How? 
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How to introduce yourself to the person
who sit next to you in one minute? 
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An Assignment...?

A Talk...?   A Speech...?

A Show...?

A Test...?

It is an Opportunity for Sharing...
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Great presenters see the presentation as
an opportunity to help their audience and to

add value to their personal or professional lives...

It can be part of our Christian Service...

The purpose of a Presentation 
is to Express and not to Impress.
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A good person's words will benefit many people...
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Presentation is our opportunity to Serve...

with a helping and loving heart
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It’s a communication, so it’s not based on us, 
it’s not based on the audiences, 

it’s based on the common of audiences and us.

For a good and effective Presentation, 
we need to know our audiences 

to build a proper bridge...
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I try to find common ground with everyone...
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FU: Star Night, Creation
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If you can't explain it to a six year old, 
you don't understand it yourself.
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It’s our opportunity to Reach Out...

to people around with us
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ĈJ°_=ºÿz�wøA>
A good man thinks before he speaks...
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Intelligent people think before they speak; 
what they say is then more persuasive...
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All communication has three essential components: 
intellect, emotion, and volition.

In other words, thought, feeling, and action.

So whatever it is I want to present, it involves
something I know, I feel, and I’m doing...

— by Dr.!Howard G. Hendricks in his book
!Teaching to Change Life"
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“Begin with the End in Mind”

— by Stephen Covey in his book
! The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People"

Always ask...
“What I really want to deliver?”
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Warm Up Stage  (Overview)

Open Up Stage  (View)

Fire Up Stage  (Motivate)

Wrap Up Stage  (Review)
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Great presenters tell the audience 
what they need to know, 

remembering that less is always more.
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Presentation is not to show what we know, 
but to help audiences understand, 

and make actions.
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Neuroscience has provided us with ample evidence 
that well-told stories not only let us into the 

speaker’s world and create empathy, 
but they actually 

change audience’s brain chemistry.

— by Maurice DeCastro in his article
!The 20 Habits of Truly Brilliant Presenters"
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There is really no better way of engaging 
your audience than getting them involved, 

and that is easily achieved by 
Asking them questions, 

Getting them talking to each other, and
Using their imaginations.

— by Maurice DeCastro in his article
!The 20 Habits of Truly Brilliant Presenters"
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It’s our opportunity to Share...

What we know, what we think, what we do,
and what is benefit to the audiences.
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If no one can understand what you are talking 
about, you will only be talking to the wind. 
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ĺ�DĝäE=D�čE=DàĂE
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Knowledge makes us proud of ourselves, 
while love makes us helpful to others. 
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It’s our opportunity to Demonstrate...

God’s True, Goodness, and Beauty through us
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Why?��Service!  Dă_ª�E

Whom?��Reach Out!  D¹pĭĤE

What? �Share Benefit!  D[�ÐêE

How? �Demonstrate Christ in Us!Dl¢�łE
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How to introduce yourself to the person
who sit next to you in one minute? 
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Why?   Who?   What?   How? 
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“React physically”
Turn toward the person. Lean forward. 

Nod your head in response, 
Keep looking the person in the eyes. 

“Request more information”
Ask a question which seeks clarification 

or additional details. 
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“Remain silent 
when someone is speaking”

Don't interrupt and 
don't finish sentences for people. 

“Refrain from concentrating 
on your answer”

It make you impatient to speak 
and you are not truly listening. 
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“Express your encouragement 
and appreciation”

For what the other person 
has been sharing. 
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